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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (71)

Dear Ciro,
Thank you so much. I love presenting questions to you because I always
learn so much. I totally agree about years in which we have to choose the
least bad ASC because we don’t really have a great choice.
I do have “Transits and Solar Returns” (I don’t leave home without it!)
and several others of your books, and I have been reading about Saturn in
the 10th of SR in your book. But please consider the following:
Richard is already retired and his mother is gone for many years now (he
will be 72 in 2013). In the SR for Madrid Saturn falls at the very beginning
of 11th house (affecting still 10).
Could that Saturn there refer more to his friends? He has several friends
in very poor health. Venus also falls in 11th, but as you say Saturn overpowers
anything else, including Jupiter. Is my understanding about Saturn correct?
In the SR for Fort Franklin, Neptune and Chiron are in 6 house. Perhaps
not a big deal most of the time, but Richard is just recovering from a pretty
bad infection than he had most of last year.
Besides this, he had allergic reactions to two powerful medicines and,
he is no stranger to cancer. Could Neptune indicate some sort of “hidden”
disease process that may start this year and not be noticed until months or
years from now? I don’t like that Neptune in 6. Plus in Fort Franklin Mars
in too close to the 12th house , which you have said many times is a pretty
bad position for Mars.
Thank you for clarifying that if your SR happens at the same time of the
New Moon, is neither here nor there; then we should just look at the position
of the Sun and Moon in those houses as always in SR?
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Last, what do you make of the Sun in conjunction with the MC of SR?
Your book starts with the Moon in the Houses, Sun in the houses is not
explained.
Many, many thanks and I look forward to reading your comments.
Eva

Dear Eva,
Saturn in the X House is not dangerous only for the loss of the job, but
also - and above all - for the loss of different levels of independence: in my
file there are hundreds of examples of heart attacks, of people that after an
accident have always walked with the clothes hanger, of masculine and
female subjects that have gotten sick for an illness of the blood...
You can put Saturn in X House only if this position is prescribed you by
the physician! The possible presence of the Sun at MC is cancelled by
Saturn in X House. As I have explained you yesterday, we am not choosing
a good Aimed Solar Return for Richard but the least bad one.
Chiron we don't consider in my school. The same thing is worth for the
New Moon Chart. It is true that Neptune could bring you the problems that
you say, but it could also mean, simply, anguishes for the health.
You say "I don't like that Neptune in 6": do you prefer to put Mars or the
Sun or the Ascendant or a stellium in the 6^ House? However we have
already said that we cannot have a perfect Aimed Solar Return in this year.
Mars is next to the 12^ House cusp, but to a safety distance: I am
working on the time of birth that you have given me.
You are able, if you want, once to Fort Franklin, to move you with a car
with the sleighs for the ice up to reach some hundred Kilometers more to
east to estrange Mars from the 12^ House cusp.
You finally say: "Your book starts with the Moon in the Houses, Sun in
the Houses is not explained."
Please, Eva, don't say things that are not true: read, for example, at page
333: "Ascendant of Solar Return lying in the Seventh House of the Birth
Chart, or stellium, or Sun in the Seventh House of the SR chart'.
Best wishes.
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Ciro,
Thank you so very much for your excellent comments. Lack of
independence is a very subtle meaning of Saturn in X which you obviously
have very well document. Excellent!
Eva

Dear Eva,
to understand the true mean of every House, I advise you to read my
"The New Guide To Astrology" that is a very good book, in spite of the
review of a cowardly man (Dante-horoscopy) that writes poisonous reviews
because he is a shit...
***

Dear Mr. Discepolo,
2 months ago in Chiang Mai I knew an Italian man, in a Buddist temple
talking of Astrology with monk.
I hear their conversation,very smart, i ask if he can read my Natal chart,
he show me this blog and he explain me my natal chart, but I realized that he
was not clear, he wanted to hide something from me. Unfortunately, I have
a daughter, her father abandoned her and me.
In Thailand there is no welfare,I must think to my daughter and my old
father, my mother is dead years ago, cancer in the mounth.
In Thailand salary are very low and people can not survive decently.
I read every day this blog now
now ask you: what did you think about my Natal Chart?
I will not be able to find a good man who has care of me and my daughter,
and maybe marry me. I know it's very difficult as an intelligent man does not
want to marry a woman with a daughter, who has change many men,so I
would like to change my life!
Many Thanks for your kind response!!
Nam 4/11/1978 Buriram 21.30
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Birthday 2012 i will spend in Phon. It is impossible for me move in other
countries because I have no money.
Best Regard, Nam

Dear Nam,
you have to have trust in the future, but you also have to think in an
active way and not passive. Million of people, every year, emigrate toward
other zones of the world where the possibilities of life are best.
Us Italians, for example, soon time, thanks to our Government, we will
have to go all to clean the glasses to the Chinese cars near semaphores.
You tell that every year you cannot move for an aimed birthday, but as
make million of people, you can emigrate and to go to live forever in a
place, selected astrologically for you, to live better with your child.
The stars say that you could find a good luck to Jeddah, in Saudi Arabia.
When I travel in Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Quatar, I see many Thailand
workers there.
Or you could go to India, to Delhi, where the probabilities to find a
husband are a lot.
You could finally stay in Thailand and to look for a man that was
born in Delhi.
Many suggestions about the way to try to live better with the rules of the
Active Astrology you can find in these two books of mine that you see
under and that you can purchase on www.Amazon.com
Best wishes.

Relocation For Nam Delhi India
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Relocation For Nam Jeddah Saudi Arab

Dear Mr. Discepolo,
thanks very much for your prompt reply, but Sorry i am Scorpio i was
born 4 November 1978 8.30 p.m.in Buriram-Thailand
Sorry yesterday i wrong my our of birth.
anycase i don't want disturb you and thanks again, Delhi is always good
location for me for love affairs?
Nam from Thailand

Dear Nam,
you have written me your letter in English and I have read the date in the
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English format. Besides, also being a good astrologer, I could not imagine
that your birth time would be changed of 1 hour in a day.
Nevertheless there is no problem and, as you can see from the figure
under, the place of the world where you could have, contemporarily, job
and love is the island of Saint Cruz de Tenerife, In Spain.
Many wishes.

Relocation For Nam Santa Cruz De Tenerife Spain

Dear Mr. Discepolo,
thnaks for a more interest of me.
So i hope to meet a Spanish men or go in this place for work and job.
It is very difficult for me go in Europe, to get visa and money for ticket
fligth, hoping to meet Sapanish man....
so thnaks very much again for your job and sorry for my mistake
Nam from Thailand

Dear Nam,
then we hope that you will meet a Spanish man in Thailand, but be careful:
he has to be native of the island of Tenerife and not of others cities of Spain!
Best wishes.
***
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Dear Ciro:
I have one main question, ¿Does it work to just be in the place for the
ASR at the time of your birthday (a day before and a day after), or is it
needed to stay the next 20 days or also some days before…in the place
you choosed for the ASR ??
Please I need to know, because where I was planing to make my ASR
In Rio Janeiro or Brasilia, there is a huge epidemic of Dengue mosquito
(almost all over Brazil), and are recomending not to travel to Brasil, but I
was thinking if I can stay just 3 days or something like that it could work…
If the staying in the place matters I think I will have to change the ASR to
Uruguay, Punta del Este, even when Mars falls very close to the edge of the
6th house but still in the 5th, so at least is something.
I also saw an option on Eastern Island, the problema is that Mars falls
on 7th house but Venus falls on 6th… perhaps Uruguay is a better option.
If necessary my info is: city: Coihaique, country: Chile, time: 15:35 pm.
Its a bit ironic that I was planing my ASR for a matter of health and I was
told not to travel to Rio because of the Dengue epidemic on this Summer...
Thank you very much
Kind Regards
Santiago from Chile

Dear Santiago,
you have to stay only 1 minute in the Aimed Solar Return's location and
not days! Please, look for it in the bottom of this page.
Do not change the location that I advised to you.
Best regards.
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